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Bre�thing and Identity 

nJt is surprising to think what ii�e role th� experienc� of breathing has played 
f.::'..!J.i Western accounts of personality, considering the importance of breathing in 
\�em systems of personality change and the age-old association of breath with 
i,:�che, spirit, or souf Where body functions �e concerned western phenom
t:f�ology has been preoccupied almost exclusively with the experience of appetite. 
:"fJ,. Appetite traditionally has been taken as the raw material to be transformed by 
<{!!te hi�er functions of will, reason, or faith. Will is conceived as an enigmatic 
:Jfµaverick intermediate to appetite and faith or reason, capable of siding with 
\(Afther the higher or lower "functions. Will extends the experience of appetite 
'-\�ugh evil imaginings into the realms of pride and power. It is called upon by 
;/boon or faith to somehow transcend itself. The result of this scheme is to insist 
{f�nrleep-seated personali,ty changes rooted in body experience while the means of 
:}personality change are ultimately beyond body experience. That is, the scheme 
:'l�pplies no systematic means of transforming appetite at the level of body 

<}xperience itself. 
l: Eastern forms of meaitation make use of body experiences outside the 
fappetitive realm as a matter of course, especially breathing. With the West's 

(�}llcreasing consciousness of itself and self-criticism it has begun to be open to 
·-\Eastern influences with regard to psychotherapy. Jung and Reich, for example, 
{were logical outgrowths of a current already present in psychoanalysis through 

_j&:hopenhauer. The various body therapies followed naturally. 
: -ib However, even the therapeutic use of the body in the West has largely been 
;)1ssimilated to the paradigm of appetite. The body generally has been worked 
:J� in terms of what "ii' wants, its basic hungers and frustrations. Whatever the 
:(;profound gains in stimulating a fresh sense of openness and vital aliveness, the 
)self appears fixated in a fight for its due against outside obstacles and its own 

<}introjects,. caught in the pattern of mobilizing the "I really want" past the 
.:-(resistances of alien shoulds and should nots. The phenomenology of breathing 
.}has been swallowed up by appetite. 
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This article offers a summary and descriptive sketch of therapeutic experi
ences of breathing during the course of psychotherapy in which various body 
experiences were drawn into focus. As a sketch it is open and incomplete. In 
particular it omits an account of the inhibitions, conflicts, and appetitive
aggressive aspects often associated with breathing. It concentrates on the 
patient's less conflicted experiences which tend to distinguish breathing from 
appetite and calls attention to some of the effects this awareness has on ego 
formation and the I-feeling. The particular order in which breathing experiences 
are presented here is prototypical

> 
in part a logical arrangement for ease of 

presentation. The range and order of experiences for different persons are, of 
course, variable. 

When one first attends to breathing, one becomes aware of simple facts about 
it, its usual speeds or rhythms and normal i_rregularities; the urges and 
counterurges to shorten, quicken, or extend one's breaths; and the like. One 
finds breathing itself stimulates many kinds of body sensations in diverse body 
regions. As one breathes more deeply into one's tensions, streams of erotic 
sensations may be triggered off with the result that one may forget about one's 
breathing entirely. Feelings of power and energy rise and fall and become 
concentrated in specific body zones as well as remain. unpredictably fluid. The 
person first experiences a defensive consciousness in relation to the rise of body 
feeling. The ego is interested in, stimulated and frightened by the unanticipated 
world of continuous and varied body sensations and feelings it begins t� glimpse. 
A testing process evolves in which the ego gradually builds courage to tolerate 
and experiment with larger doses of being "in" it. It gradually becomes an 
explorer of the shifting centers and currents of body aliveness. 

As the experience of breathing is slowly distinguished from the flux of 
changing body states it is perceived as a safety zone, a gentle regularity in the 
midst of uripredictable momentary or periodic fluctuations. The fearful 9r 
exhausted ego uses its experience of the predictable smooth flow of breath as a 
retreat and stepping stone from which to regroup and progress more deeply into 
the body. The ego uses its experience of breathing as a bridge to move safely in 
and out of the body. In so doing, it strengthens both its capacity for observation 
and its receptivity to perceived body aliveness. The regular inflow and outflow 
of breath becomes a model for the ego's growing awareness and acceptance of its 
dual status. As the ego gradually allows itself to participate deeply, at least 
periodically, in the flow of breathing qua experienced breathing, it more securely 
grasps its own basic ambiguity of being both without and within the body: "I am 
but am not my body." The experience of breathing provides the most continu� 
ously lived bodily form for the ego's fundamental experience of itself. The ego's 
movement toward a more delineated awareness of its experience of breathing; 
helps it more adequately grasp its own basic structure. 

As already noted, for most people breathing usually is submerged in the 
general experience of the body. Appetitites and mood changes mC>st often stand 
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out from the background of generalized body sensation. Bringing breathing into 
the center of awareness makes explicit a persistent bodily ground for an 
experience of self which contrasts with the sense of self rooted in appetite. The 
experience of breathing provides a concrete and dramatic reference point within 
body life itself from which the pervasive and partly hidden appetitive image and 
use of the body can be realized. Thus the sense of self is extended to encompass 
not only the ambiguity of being both out of and in the body, but also the 
awareness of being rooted in two fundamentally different kinds of body 
experiences. In everyday life a flexible communion between these various 
aspects of self-feeling takes place naturally. A certain degree of disjointedness or 
dissociation between them seems to be tolerated as part of the normal back
ground of everyday functioning and is allowed to go unnoticed if mild. 
However, anxiety and defenses quickly increase if the disju�ction becomes 
threatening. If severe enough, psychotic terror or radical self-questioning can

occur. 
Breathing goes on constantly at a fairly steady pace with momentary and 

periodic variations, yet it is not experienced as a disturbance under normal 
c:ircumstances. On the contrary, when made the object of attention it most often 
gives rise to a feeling of well-being. No body experience is more thoroughly 
permeating yet light of touch and uriassaultive. Although breathing continuously 
p�·rvades almost the entire body, it is hardly invasive or intrusive. As one patient 
:ieported, "When I feel my breathing fully I feel as though I've come into the 
d�ar." Appetite, by contrast, is a more ambivalent experience. It often has a 
d�sturbing or irritating quality which may or may not also be pleasurable. The 
rise of appetite involves more acute and insistent sensations than the flow of 
hre.athing. In appetite there is almost alwaY.s a gap between the felt want and the
moment of gratification, a gap usually filled, in part, by some form of aggressive 
action. The zones of emphasis are more sharply etched for appetite . 
. :· When breathing is hampered, of course1 acute distress results which is as 
pressing as any appetitive urgency. Usually, however, breathing takes care of 
itself and, unlike appetite, is supplied with an outside source of gratification 
which is always there. Where breathing is concerned there is usually no lack of 
outside supplies. The fact that there is generally more suppiy-than demand is one 
b_asis for the deep current of well-being associated with felt breathing. In 
�r:eathing the insides of the body are continuously fed by the outside world, a 
continuous interpenetration of bodily depths and open expanse. This basic, 
s�staining interpenetration provides a bodily form for communion and related
:ri'�s� in life. It helps support the current of hope and trust in personality since it 
�s virtually every moment in the process of giving one gratification . 
. :_The experience of breathing has two centers, the abdomen and chest. A 

dif(erentiated awareness of the feelings associated with these body areas is 
gai?-.ed as a matter of course while attending to one's breathing. Feelings
associated with the chest may at first be experienced as clotted, painful, or sad. 
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Although anger, too, may be localized in the chest, simple rage and fear 
unqualified by sorrow or tenderness is more typically experienced as visceral. 
The abdo�en may be allied either with the genital or chest areas, emphasizing 
appetitive or nonappetitive experiences. It is in the chest that one ultimately 
experiences simple feelings of love. The head, too, is brought into this nexus. 
The cool sensation of air in the nasal passages spreads between the eyes toward 
the temples. 

As one becomes more familiar with the experience of breathing, a certain 
asymmetry appears to characterize the inflow and outflow of breath. More 
anxiety may occur with either the exhalation or the inhalation. Death and 
contraction are associated with breathing out, life and expansion with breathing 
in, However, giving and getting rid of may also be associated with breathing out 
and taking and keeping associated with breathing in. A momentary gap or breath 
stoppage occurs after each outflow or inflow, like a pendu_lum. In time, 
consciousness masters this fleeting suspension of movement and finds in it an 
added moment of renewal. 

In the experience of breathing the ego finds support for its own sense of 
constancy and unifying activities. No rhythmic, continuous, and consciously 
accessible body experience is more constant, permeating, and unifying. Partial 
identification with the breathing process provides the ego with a good model of 
cohesion and interaction. The sense of self based on a normal experience of 
breathing is an unpressured sense of self which is not easily stampeded. For the 
sense of self structured by appetite, time is an irritant. The self structured f;>y an 
awareness of breathing can take its time going from moment to momentt just as 
breathing usually does. It does not run after or get ahead of time but, instead, 
seems simply to move with it.· 

An apparent danger associated with the sense of self arising from breathing· 
awareness is based on the pronounced passivity- of the experience .. Patients 
sometimes report feeling more themselves when watching or being with their 
breathing than when they are active in the world. A partially schizoid perception 
of essential selfhood is animated: one comes to feel the sense of self assoc_iated 
with breathing-awareness is the true or real self. One may wish to taste more of 
or be drawn into it. This regressive pull tends to be offset and balanced by the 
active counterurge to realize and embody this private sense of selfhood in one's 
everyday life as much as is realistically possible. In breathing the experience of 
being is dominant, and the· wish to do arises out of a sense of plenitude. In 
appetite doing is dominant and is based on a felt lack or threat. To. be sure, 
breathing also involves a lack or threat but one that i's instantly and effortlessly 
answered. In breathing one can rest assured of the strengths and rewards of 
passive being. 

In time the self-feeling evoked by an awareness of breathing becomes one of 
a set of identity experiences, although a very important one. Like all other 
identity experiences it is subject to the· processes · of habituation and self-
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transcendence. It has, however, mc;i.de a profound contribution to the person's 
sense of continuity �nd basic unity. One can, further, repair to one,s experience 
of breathing as needed or wanted and find there a healing experience without 
loss of self-awareness. A self-feeling as easy and continuous as breathing, once 
firmly established remains an underlying thread through whatever crises or 
current discontinuity of identity one may have to solve. 




